[1] Interaction between impact-induced vapor clouds and the ambient atmosphere may play an important role in planetary evolution. In the companion study, Sugita and Schultz [2003] conducted a series of impact experiments detailing observation of this interaction process. The laboratory experiments using diatomic molecular spectroscopy provide several well-defined observational constraints on this process. In this study, we examine five different physical models for the interaction process against these observational constraints. Calculation results reveal that the observed high-temperature radiation could not come from either the impact-induced vapor or the shock front between impact vapor and the ambient atmosphere. Rather, the radiation is attributed to ablation vapor from the surface of small, high-speed fragments of the projectile entrained in the impact vapor cloud. Calculations with a simple ablation model indicate that the observed small ambientpressure dependence of the initial radiation temperature requires a very large heat of vaporization. The estimated heat of vaporization is comparable to dissociation energy for formation of carbon radicals from the polymer of projectile fragments. The small dependence of radiation temperature on atmospheric composition strongly suggests that the majority of radiation comes from extremely small impact fragments whose size is comparable to the mean free path of ambient atmosphere (i.e., free-molecular flow regime). These results have a wide range of potential implications for planetary science, including augmentation of impact vapor/melt production in a thick atmosphere; production of metastable chemical compounds in ablation vapor around high-speed impact fragments; and intense downrange radiation from an oblique impact.
Introduction
[2] The interaction between an impact-induced vapor cloud and an atmosphere plays important roles in the evolution of planets. To observe these processes under controlled conditions in a laboratory, Sugita and Schultz [2003] conducted a series of impact experiments under varying atmospheric pressures and compositions at the NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range (AVGR). We refer to the companion paper by Sugita and Schultz [2003] as Paper 1 hereafter. In those experiments, plastic projectiles were launched into liquid-water targets in order to achieve the high degrees of vaporization expected in planetary-scale impacts of silicates and melts. The interaction between impact-induced vapor clouds and the ambient atmosphere was observed with high-speed spectrometers.
[3] In the experiments given by Paper 1, the spectrometers were focused on the leading part of downrangemoving vapor clouds, which are mainly derived from projectiles. Observed spectra show both strong molecular band emission of carbon compounds and blackbody continuum. Analysis of the observed emission spectra provides several well-defined constraints on the source of the observed molecular radiation. (1) The temperature of molecular radiation is extremely high, ranging from 4500 to 5500 K.
(2) Initial radiation temperature is higher at high ambient pressures. (3) Radiation temperature decays more rapidly at higher ambient pressures. (4) Radiation intensity is higher at higher ambient pressures. (5) Radiation power increases in the first few to twenty microseconds but subsequently decreases. (6) The intensities of molecular band emission and blackbody continuum are comparable in all the observed spectra. (7) The estimated blackbody radiation temperatures are roughly comparable to molecular radiation temperatures.
[4] The goal of this study is to derive a well-defined physical model for the observed interaction process between impact-induced vapor clouds and the ambient atmosphere on the basis of the observational constraints obtained by Paper 1. In section 2, we describe alternative physical models of impact vapor clouds. The model calculations indicate, however, that the models based on pure gas-phase dynamics are not consistent with the observational constraints obtained by Paper 1. It turns out that the constraints are satisfied well by the fifth model based on ablation of high-speed impact fragments within a vapor cloud. This model is described in section 3. The summary of the model comparison is given in section 4, followed by geologic implications of the results in section 5.
Rejected Models: Pure Gas-Phase Models
[5] In this section we describe the four physical models of impact vapor clouds and show that they have serious inconsistencies with the observational constraints. The first radiation-source model is an expanding impact vapor cloud resulting from the initial shock heating during the compression stage of an impact. In this model, only shock heating at peak pressure due to vertical shock loading is considered. The second model considers additional heating mechanisms such as jetting and shear heating. The rest of the process after the initial heating is the same as the first model. The third and fourth models assess alternative reheating mechanisms of an impact vapor cloud by its interaction with an ambient atmosphere. In the third model, shock heating due just to the collision between the expanding impact vapor cloud and the atmosphere is considered as the reheating mechanism. In the fourth model, the effect of thermal conduction is considered.
Shock-Induced Impact Vapor
[6] During the initial compression stage of a hypervelocity impact, the intense shock raises the temperature of both projectile and target to high levels. This shock heating, however, takes place in a condensed phase, whereas observed molecular emission is from a gas phase. Shockheated material needs to be decompressed and evaporate before generating gas-phase light emissions. Consequently, we need to know the thermodynamic path (e.g., pressure and temperature) during both compression and decompression stages. The path in the initial compression stage can be calculated with Hugoniot shock data [e.g., Marsh, 1980] using Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The compression path, however, requires more information about the equation of state for relevant materials. The Tillotson equation of state of polycarbonate is constructed from data available in the literature. Adopted values of parameters and their sources are listed in Table 1 .
[7] Figure 1 illustrates shock heating and subsequent decompression of polycarbonate. If peak pressure of an impact is controlled by the vertical component of impact velocity [e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Chapman and McKinnon, 1986; Schultz, 1996; Dahl and Schultz, 2001] , shock heating by 6 km/s impact at 30°(measured from the horizontal) is equivalent to that by a 3 km/s vertical impact. The internal energy at peak pressure is about 1 MJ/kg (point A in Figure 1 ), which is considerably larger than the internal energy E iv necessary for incipient vaporization. The internal energy, however, quickly decreases during the decompression stage owing to adiabatic expansion. By the time density recovers to its initial value, the internal energy has decreased to a lower value than incipient vaporization level. Thus vaporization should not occur. Because this is an idealized 1-dimensional shock calculation, there may be The notations of the Tillotson parameters are the same as Ahrens and O'Keefe [1977] and Melosh [1989] .
b The density at standard temperature and pressure (STP) is taken from Marsh [1980] . The parameter a is taken to be 0.5 so as to make the thermal pressure at high specific energies approach that of an electronic gas [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1976] . The constant b is chosen so as to make (a + b) be equal to Grüneisen parameter of polyethylene at STP [Meyers, 1994] . d The shock Hugoniot relation of velocitiesversus = C o + sV p determines A and B, where V s , V p , C o , and s are shock wave velocity, particle velocity, bulk sound velocity at STP, and a dimensionless constant, respectively [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1976; Melosh, 1989] . Shock Hugoniot data for polycarbonate were taken from Marsh [1980] . The parameter E o is chosen so as to make the Tillotson equation of state satisfy the E-P-r relation required by Rankine-Hugoniot relation [e.g., Meyers, 1994] .
f The parameters a and b are chosen so as to make the Tillotson equation of state approach an ideal-gas equation of state at low densities and high specific internal energies.
g Internal energies for incipient vaporization E iv and complete vaporization E cv are determined on the basis of data on both thermal decomposition and vaporization of polycarbonate. Tillotson equation of state assumes that a vapor phase exists only when density is lower than the STP density [e.g., Ahrens and O'Keefe, 1977; Melosh, 1989] . The temperature for incipient thermal decomposition is about 250°C [Kovarskaya, 1962; Davis and Golden, 1970] . Since heat capacity of polycarbonate is 1.2 kJ/K/kg [Schnell, 1964] , necessary internal energy E iv to reach the thermal decomposition condition is estimated to be 0.28 MJ/kg. Date on the latent heat due to depolymerization of polycarbonate is not available to our knowledge, but the activation energy for thermal decomposition of polycarbonate in a closed system is given by Davis and Golden [1970] . Since the activation energy (0.65 MJ/kg) gives an upper estimate for the latent heat for the decomposition, we use this value as the latent heat for thermal decomposition of polycarbonate in this study. When the heat of vaporization ($0.4 MJ/kg) of typical hydrocarbon such as olefins [Lide, 2001] is taken as the enthalpy change due to the phase change from solid to vapor, the total latent heat of for vaporization of polycarbonate is estimated to be 1.05 MJ/kg. Adding this value to the incipient vaporization energy E iv gives the internal energy E cv for complete vaporization for polycarbonate (1.3 MJ/kg). more severely shocked regions within a projectile. Furthermore, as Stevenson [1987] points out, the degree of vaporization is not accurately predicted by the Tillotson equation of state. Nevertheless, the calculation result strongly suggests that the degree of vaporization from pure shock heating may be very small for polycarbonate.
[8] Even if some mass is vaporized by this process, the temperature of resulting vapor will be much lower than our observed range (4500 -5500 K). Because the heat capacity C p of hydrocarbons is 1-4 kJ/K/kg [e.g., Chase et al., 1985] , the observed vapor temperature requires 5 -20 MJ/kg of internal energy. This is much higher than the internal energy from a 30-degree impact. Thus the first model does not account for the observed molecular radiation.
Jetting and Shear Heating
[9] Both jetting and shear heating during the first-contact stage provide additional heating mechanisms for the impact vapor. Because the amount of heating by jetting and shear heating is difficult to assess, however, the degree of heating in this model is assumed to be equivalent of that of 12 km/s vertical shock for jetting and 6 km/s vertical impact for shear heating. The effective impact velocity of 12 km/s for jetting is rather conservative, because both theoretical prediction [e.g., Kieffer, 1977; Vickery, 1993] and experiments [Sugita et al., 1998; Sugita and Schultz, 1999] agree that the effective impact velocity for shock heating during the jetting process is several times the actual impact velocity. Here, effective impact velocity is an impact velocity that creates the same shock condition, such as peak shock pressure and temperature in a plane-parallel impact [e.g., Sugita and Schultz, 1999] and can be given by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2E int p where E int is the internal energy of an impacting object under the peak shock condition. The effective impact velocity of 6 km/s for shear heating is chosen here because it gives the degree of heating when a projectile and a target are fully coupled. Nevertheless, these specific values of effective impact velocities are not significant in the following discussion.
[10] In the shear heating process, pressure and internal energy do not follow the Rankine-Hugoniot relation. Internal energy at a given peak shock pressure can be greater during the shear heating process than during pure shock heating because heat generation does not require a pressure increase in contrast with shock heating, which is a direct consequence of pressure increase. The starting point for decompression immediately after shear heating is not on the Hugoniot curve, but rather it is located in the upper left side of the Hugoniot curve in an energy-density diagram (e.g., point D in Figure 1 ). Point D represents the condition created by the combination of both shock and shear heating. It has the same shock pressure as point A, which is created only by shock heating. Shock and shear combined should have a higher energy density than point A. Nevertheless, point D is on a decompression curve that intersects at point B another Hugoniot curve created by a higher impact velocity than that for point A. In other words, the thermodynamic path that shear-heated material goes through coincides with that shock-heated material with a higher impact velocity goes through during its later stage of decompression, where spectroscopic observations are made. Thus a decompression curve for shock-heated material at higher peak pressure provides an analogue for shear-heated material. For example, the decompression curve of 6 km/s vertical impact case is used as an analogue for shear-heated products. This curve, however, does not reach the complete vaporization energy level (Figure 1 ). This strongly suggests that the vapor produced by this process is unlikely to be as hot as our spectroscopically observed radiation source gas.
[11] Unlike normal shock heating or shear heating, jetting products stay completely vaporized over a wide range of densities (i.e., pressure) in Figure 1 . The internal energy is also several MJ/kg after significant decompression. Because the specific heat of hydrocarbon vapor is about 4 kJ/K/kg [e.g., Rossini et al., 1953] , vapor temperatures may exceed a thousand Kelvin. Such high temperatures are much closer to those observed than are estimates based on vertical shock heating or shear heating. Furthermore, radiation intensity may be kept high for a longer period of time because higher atmospheric pressure delays adiabatic decompression. This Marsh [1980] . Isentropic decompression curves for different shock conditions are also shown. The shock conditions are calculated for polycarbonate projectiles impacting a liquid-water target at 6 km/s of velocity using the impedance matching method [e.g., Gault and Heitowit, 1963; Meyers, 1994] . The effective impact velocity, which is the sum of the particle velocity of the projectile and that of the target perpendicular to the shock front, is assumed to be (A) 3 km/s for a 30°oblique impact, (B) 6 km/s for a vertical impact, and (C) 12 km/s for a jetting phase, respectively. The initial condition for a possible shear-heated vapor is indicated by the point D. The parameters used for this EOS calculation are given in Table 1. SUGITA AND SCHULTZ: VAPOR CLOUDS AND AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE, 2 may lead to a higher radiation intensity at higher ambient pressures.
[12] If the jetting phase is the source of the observed molecular radiation, however, the initial temperature should not depend on the ambient atmospheric pressure because jetting is controlled by direct contact between projectile and target, not by the atmosphere. The rate of temperature decrease as a function of ambient pressure predicted by the jetting is also inconsistent with the observation. If the temperature decrease is controlled by adiabatic decompression of a high-temperature vapor, the rate of temperature decrease is expected to be lower at higher ambient pressure. Furthermore, the initial increase in radiation is not compatible with the model because the jetting phase is expected to radiate with greater intensity during the earliest stages when its temperature is the highest.
[13] It is emphasized that not only the jetting process but also the normal shock heating and shear heating processes are inconsistent with the last three observational constraints (i.e., initial temperature, temperature drop rate, and initial radiation intensity).
Reheating by Air Shock
[14] The observed high temperatures may be achieved if an initially low temperature vapor is reheated by shock interaction with the ambient atmosphere. High-speed photography shows that a vapor cloud due to an oblique impact moves downrange at a high velocity, comparable to the impact velocity (Figure 1 of Paper 1). This is observed for a variety of impact conditions [Schultz and Gault, 1990; Schultz, 1996] . Such high-speed downrange motion as well as expansion of impact vapor creates an intense shock front. This phenomenon is also reproduced by hydrocode calculations in the condition of Venus atmosphere by Sugita and Schultz [2002] . In order to assess quantitatively the reheating process, a one-dimensional shock problem is solved for our experimental conditions. Two possible pressure profiles across the material boundary between a downrange-moving expanding vapor cloud and the ambient atmosphere are illustrated in Figure 2 . In the type-A profile, impact vapor in the shock front is reheated by collision with the ambient atmosphere. In the type-B profile, impact vapor is not reheated because a shock front does not form within the expanding vapor cloud. The degree of reheating and the condition for the type A can be calculated using standard shock relations. It is noted that a vapor cloud starts with type A and goes through a transition into type B, when vapor pressure decreases sufficiently low. The detail of the solution of this problem is given in Appendix A.
[15] The calculation results are summarized in Figures 3  and 4 . Figure 3 indicates that reheating of impact vapor due Figure 2 . Schematic pressure profiles across two different types of collisions between a moving/ expanding high-pressure gas body (i.e., an impact vapor cloud) and an ambient stationary atmosphere. Ambient atmospheric gas and impact vapor are indicated with white and gray background colors, respectively. The portions of gas bodies compressed by shock are indicated with a dotted background pattern.
to collision with an ambient atmosphere occurs only when the collision velocity U is very large and when the impact vapor has expanded to a very low pressure (i.e., low temperature). Here, this collision velocity U of downrange-moving vapor cloud against the ambient atmosphere is the sum of expansion and translational velocities of an impact vapor cloud, not the impact velocity of the projectile. Figure 3 indicates that expansion of the impact vapor needs to reduce to a pressure less than 10 bar before forming shock fronts in both the impact vapor cloud and the atmosphere at 0.013 bar of ambient pressure for a 5 km/s of collision velocity (i.e., type-A collision in Appendix A). Since the initial impact vapor pressure during compression is nearly 10 5 bar, such decompression takes time. Before enough decompression occurs, a shock front forms only in the ambient atmosphere ( Figure 4 ) and no shock heating occurs in the impact vapor itself (i.e., type-B collision in Appendix).
[16] The efficiency of reheating is also very low for the expanded impact vapor. Once the vapor has adiabatically cooled, it is difficult to be reheated to a high temperature by this air shock even though the ambient air is heated to extremely high temperatures. The observed molecular radiation, however, is due to carbon compounds, which are not present in the ambient air. Consequently, the working hypothesis of atmospheric shock reheating of impact vapor also fails to satisfy the observational constraints.
Reheating by Thermal Conduction
[17] The results of the calculations for the above air-shock model, however, leads to the possibility of a fourth model incorporating thermal conduction. Because adiabatically cooled impact vapor is directly adjacent to extremely high temperature atmospheric gas, thermal conduction may transfer energy very efficiently from the shock-heated atmospheric gas into the adiabatically cooled impact vapor. Then the carbon-rich impact vapor may be heated to temperatures high enough to radiate intense molecular emission.
[18] An advantage of the thermal conduction model is that it may account for the observed very high temperature of carbon-rich vapor. At low pressures such as 0.013 bar (10 torr), the temperature of ambient air raises well beyond 10,000 K (Figure 4 ). This temperature is high enough to raise the temperature of colder vapor to the observed values (4500-5500 K) by thermal conduction.
[19] This model also accounts for the observed higher radiation intensity at higher ambient pressures. The penetration depth l of thermal conduction is approximated by where k, r, C p , and t are thermal conductivity, density, heat capacity, and time, respectively [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982] . The time t is measured from the first contact between an impact vapor cloud and the ambient atmosphere. From the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, the thickness d of shockcompressed atmospheric gas in front of an impact vapor cloud at an early stage of its expansion is given by
where U and g o are the velocity of the leading edge of an impact vapor cloud and the ratio of specific heats of atmospheric gas, respectively. For example, when the ambient atmosphere is air at 0.013 bar (10 torr) of pressure and the velocity of the leading edge of a downrange-moving vapor cloud is 6 km/s, the penetration depth l of thermal conduction is estimated to be about 30 mm in the first 1 ms. This is much smaller than the thickness d of compressed air ($0.7 mm). Here, 0.17 kg/m 3 of density of compressed air, 0.2 W/m 2 /K of thermal conductivity, 1400 J/kg/K of heat capacity, and 1.27 of the ratio of specific heats are assumed. At higher ambient pressures, the penetration depth l of thermal conduction becomes smaller, (see equation (1)), whereas the thickness d of compressed atmospheric gas layer in front of an impact vapor cloud does not change (see equation (2)). Note that the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of a dilute gas depends little on pressure or density [e.g., Ho, 1988] . Although the velocity of the leading edge of an impact vapor cloud slows more rapidly at higher ambient pressures, the deceleration is not significant until the mass of ambient atmosphere swept by the vapor cloud becomes comparable to that of the vapor itself [e.g., Sugita and Schultz, 2002] . Consequently, the ratio l/d is smaller at higher ambient pressures. Since the above example is the early stage in vapor expansion at the lowest ambient pressure among the experimental conditions, the ratio l/d under other experimental conditions is smaller.
[20] Thus the penetration depth of thermal conduction is much smaller than the thickness of the layer of compressed atmosphere under all the experimental conditions. Consequently, the heat transfer across the material boundary between air and impact vapor is not influenced by the thickness of the compressed atmospheric layer but instead is controlled by the local thermal gradient and thermal conductivity around the boundary. The amount of heat Q transferred from high-temperature compressed atmosphere to colder decompressed vapor is estimated to be
Equation (3) reveals that the amount of heat transferred to carbon-rich vapor increases with ambient pressure and density. Since the radiation intensity is controlled by the amount of heat transferred to carbon-rich vapor, this model predicts higher radiation intensity at higher ambient pressure in agreement with observation. Moreover, equation (3) shows that the amount of heat transferred to the carbonrich vapor cloud increases with time. This is also consistent with the observation that the radiation intensity increases during the early stage of vapor expansion.
[21] The simplified thermal conduction model, however, has two fundamental problems. First, the initial temperature of radiation predicted by the model is lower at higher ambient pressure, whereas observed initial temperatures are higher at higher ambient pressures. Using a simple model, we assessed the temperature profile. The detail of the calculation is given in Appendix B, and the results of the calculation are shown in Figure 5 . As ambient pressure increases, the temperature of decompressed vapor increases and the temperature of shocked air decreases owing to thermal conduction. Since the change in the temperature of shocked air is much greater than that of decompressed air, the maximum temperature of conductively heated impact vapor also decreases with increasing ambient pressure.
[22] The vapor layer heated by thermal conduction, however, has a range of temperatures between T m given by equation (B4) and T 1s given by equation (A11). Consequently, the observed radiation temperature is actually an average. The change in T m across the calculated range of ambient pressure, however, is several thousand Kelvin, whereas that in T 1s is an order-of-magnitude smaller. Furthermore, the radiation temperature is generally offset toward the maximum temperature because radiation intensity per unit mass of gas increases very rapidly with temperature [e.g., Zel'dovich and Raizer, 1967] . Thus the higher temperature component will dominate the observed radiation. Even though the spectra represent an average, the temperature of radiation from a conductively heated impact vapor layer decreases with increasing ambient pressure. This is inconsistent with the observation.
[23] An effect of different gas components in the ambient atmosphere, however, weakens this conclusion significantly. Because the ratio g o of specific heats at high temperature is significantly greater for argon (1.67) than air (1.27) and water (1.16) [e.g., Chase et al., 1985] , the temperatures of both shock compressed air T so and the maximum temperature T m of conductively heated impact vapor is significantly higher with argon gas (Figure 5 ). In the experiments in this study, a mixture of air and water vapor is used for the lowest pressure cases, whereas argon gas dominates for the higherpressure cases. Consequently, the effect of ambient pressure on temperature discussed above may be canceled by the effect of different kinds of atmospheric gas.
[24] The second problem of the thermal conduction model is that it predicts a lower rate of temperature decrease at higher ambient pressure; however, the observation indicates a higher rate of temperature decrease at higher ambient pressures. When the thickness of shock-compressed atmospheric layer is much thinner than the size of a vapor cloud during early stages of vapor cloud expansion, the shock profile can be calculated with a slab symmetry as in Appendix B. In a slab symmetric case, temperatures of the shock-compressed air and decompressed impact vapor at the material boundary do not change with time [e.g., Saad, 1993] . As an impact vapor cloud expands, however, three-dimensional effects become important. In a multidimensional geometry, the pressure at the material boundary decreases as a vapor cloud expands. Adiabatic expansion due to geometric stretching decreases the temperature since the volume of a spherical or cylindrical shell with a given thickness increases as shell size increases. This stretching is controlled by particle velocity at the material boundary. The initial value of the particle velocity at the material boundary can be approximated with a one-dimensional solution; i.e., the right hand side of equation (B2). Note that the particle velocity here is measured with respect to the center of an impact vapor cloud. Figure 6 illustrates the initial particle velocity as a function of both ambient pressure and the translational velocity of an impact vapor cloud. For any translational velocity, the particle velocity is lower at higher ambient pressure. Consequently, the rate of adiabatic cooling at the material boundary is lower at higher ambient pressure. This model prediction is inconsistent with the observed pressure effect on the rate of temperature decrease.
Successful Model: Ablation of High-Speed Impact Fragments
[25] The last alternative model for the observed radiative source is ablation vapor from the surface of high-speed, fine-grained fragments. The presence of intense blackbody radiation indicates that the observed impact vapor clouds contain significant impact fragments or melt droplets. Previous impact experiments demonstrated that a large portion of an impactor ricochets downrange as high-speed and finegrained fragments at low impact angles (measured from the horizontal) [Schultz and Gault, 1990] . Because the following discussion in this section does not depend on whether they are solid fragments or melt droplets, we call both ''fragments'' for convenience. When such high-speed fragments interact with either ambient atmosphere or impact vapor, ablation should take place. The observation that blackbody temperature and molecular temperature are comparable also supports this model. More specifically, the blackbody temperature represents the surface temperature of high-speed fragments, whereas the molecular temperature represents the temperature of ablation vapor derived from these fragments.
[26] As we shall see, this model becomes the only successful model for the radiation source. Because it consists of a number of different processes, we explore the relevant variables and processes in greater detail. We first describe what kind of ablation processes are important and then examine consistency between calculation results and observation. Finally, we extract new insight about the radiation source from the calculation results.
[27] Ablation of high-speed fragments in an impact vapor cloud consists of two main processes: conversion of kinetic energy of fragments into thermal energy and sublimation/ vaporization of fragmental material. The energy conversion process depends on whether fragments interact with stationary ambient air or the downrange-moving impact vapor. It is also important if the flow around fragments can be approximated as a continuous medium. Here, it is noted that the flow around a small fragment cannot be approximated as a continuous medium when the fragment size is comparable to or smaller than the mean free path of the surrounding gas [e.g., Bird, 1986] . If the continuity approximation is valid, interactions between the high-speed fragments and surrounding gas result in a bow shock and raise the temperature of the gas. Otherwise, free-molecular collision of gas particles will dominate the interaction between an atmosphere and a fragment. It is also important to know whether SUGITA AND SCHULTZ: VAPOR CLOUDS AND AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE, 2 radiation or thermal conduction transfers the thermal energy from the shock-heated gas to the surface of high-speed fragments. In the following, we examine each of these possibilities and identify relevant processes.
Gas Interaction
[28] Which gas interacts with high-speed fragments: the ambient stationary atmosphere or the downrange-moving impact vapor? If at least some impact fragments travel downrange faster than impact vapor, they will interact with the stationary atmosphere ahead of the shock front of the vapor cloud, thereby resulting in collision at a very large relative velocity and hence very high temperatures. If the fragments travel more slowly than the leading edge of an impact vapor cloud, then the observed radiation will characterize the interaction between the fragments and the impact vapor.
[29] Since ejection velocity of impact vapor and fragments depends on a variety of factors, it is difficult to know which component travels faster in general. When a hypervelocity impact occurs in a significant pressure of ambient atmosphere as in the experiments described in Paper 1, however, the situation is different [Schultz, 1992 [Schultz, , 1996 Schultz and Sugita, 1994] . Deceleration due to atmospheric drag controls the motion of both impact vapor and fragments. If the initial downrange velocity of fragments is lower than that of impact vapor, they are not subject to atmospheric deceleration. But the leading edge of an impact vapor cloud undergoes intense atmospheric deceleration. Then, the collision between the leading edge of an impact vapor cloud and an atmosphere creates a strong shock. At the shock front, the downrange-moving vapor, which is traveling faster than the shock front, is rapidly decelerated to the velocity determined by the Rankine-Hugoniot relation [e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1987] . Downrange-moving fragments, however, do not abruptly decelerate to the same velocity as impact vapor because they have macroscopic mass and much higher density. Instead, as previous experiments [Schultz, 1992 [Schultz, , 1996 Schultz and Sugita, 1994] show, they eventually penetrate the shock front and directly interact with the ambient atmosphere (Figure 7) . Consequently, we assume in the following discussion that the fragments interact with ambient atmospheric gas and represent the radiation source.
[30] The deceleration of impact vapor takes longer time at lower ambient pressures. Consequently, there may be a delayed interaction between high-speed fragments and the ambient atmosphere. Such a delay is consistent with the observations that the radiation intensity is initially very low at low ambient pressure and rapidly increases with time.
Shock Heating Around Fragments
[31] High-speed impact fragments traveling through an atmosphere create bow shocks when the continuity assumption holds. Consequences of a bow shock are discussed first; the breakdown of the continuity assumption is discussed later (section 3.4). When a high-speed fragment is spherical, the temperature of shock-heated atmospheric gas around the fragments is highest at the center of the leading surface of the fragment. The maximum temperature T so of the shocked atmospheric gas can be approximated with a solution of Rankine-Hugoniot relations for an ideal gas [e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1987] :
where v, g o , m o and R is the velocity of a fragment relative to a stationary ambient atmosphere, the ratio of specific heats, the molecular weight of atmospheric gas, and gas constant, respectively. Here it is assumed that the fragment velocity v is much greater than the sound velocity of the ambient Figure 7 . Schematic diagram of a downrange-moving vapor cloud due to an oblique impact within an atmosphere. High-speed impact fragments may interact with both impact vapor and the ambient atmosphere.
atmosphere. Although the temperature of shocked atmospheric gas depends on the location within a bow shock, two-dimensional calculations indicate that a significant portion of leading side of a high-speed sphere attains a temperature close to the value given by equation (4) [e.g., Martin, 1966] .
[32] Equation (4) reveals several important characteristics of bow-shock heating mechanism. First, shock temperature is a strong function of the flight velocity v of the fragments. Because air drag decelerates impact fragments more rapidly at higher ambient pressures, shock temperature decreases more rapidly. This is consistent with the observation that the rate of temperature decay rate is greater at higher ambient pressures. Second, the shock temperature reaches the range of observed radiation temperature (4500 -5500 K). For example, when a fragment travels through an argon atmosphere at 3 km/s, the maximum bow-shock temperature given by equation (4) is about 6000 K. Third, the shock temperature does not depend on ambient pressure but is controlled by both the ratio g o of specific heats and the molecular weight m o of atmospheric gas. The values of g o and m o of gases used in the experiments indicate that argon gas gives higher shock temperature than air and water vapor. This is also consistent with the experimental observation because argon gas used in the higher-pressure cases yielded higher radiation temperatures.
Heat-Transferring Mechanism
[33] Although the above discussion on shock temperature in a bow shock is promising, the theoretical shock temperature is different from spectroscopically observed temperature. The observed molecular radiation is from carbon-rich vapor ablated/sublimated from the surfaces of projectilederived fragments. In order to develop quantitative arguments on conditions in the sublimation vapor, we need to understand mechanisms to transfer thermal energy from carbon-free atmospheric gas heated by a bow-shock to the surface of carbon-rich fragments. We consider three different mechanisms in the following.
Radiative Heat Transfer
[34] A possible heat-transfer mechanism is radiation, which is one of the most important processes in atmospheric reentry of space vehicles [e.g., Martin, 1966; Penner and Olfe, 1968] . Since the horizontal velocity component of projectiles in this study is approximately 5 km/s, the typical velocity of downrange-moving high-speed fragments is expected to be about 5 km/s [Schultz and Gault, 1990] . At such a high velocity, the temperature in a bow shock given by equation (4) is sufficiently high to generate significant radiation: 7000 K for air; 23,000 K for argon. No atomic emission lines, however, were identified in experiments with the argon-rich atmosphere. A spectrometer was focused on a spectral range (405 -440 nm) where strong argon lines are located [e.g., Reader et al., 1980] yet did not detect an argon signature (Figure 2b in Paper 1). In the low-pressure atmosphere, which consists of both air and water vapor, emission lines from oxygen, nitrogen, or hydrogen atoms were also not positively identified.
[35] Theoretical calculations by Martin [1966] indicate that visible radiation of air heated to 6000 K is dominated by a continuous spectrum of NO, O 2 and O À emission. As described above, all the observed emission spectra exhibit intense blackbody continuum. Although such continuous emission spectrum may appear very similar to blackbody radiation from sold or melt as well, it is possible to distinguish between solid/melt and vapor. If the optical thickness of shock-heated air within a bow shock is much larger than unity, the spectral pattern of radiation from the layer also follows a Planck function. Such an optically thick shock-heated air layer absorbs both blackbody radiation from the surface of the fragments inside the bow shock and molecular emission from the ablation gas layer. Molecular emission from carbon-rich ablation gas, however, is not observable until it has been swept far behind the fragment, where the optical thickness of surrounding air is significantly lower. Consequently, the temperature of C 2 molecular radiation would be significantly lower than that of radiation from optically thick shock-heated air. Observation indicates, however, that the C 2 temperature is comparable to the blackbody temperature. Thus the shock-heated air is not optically thick in the experimental conditions in this study.
[36] If the optical thickness of the shock-heated air layer is near unity or less, the spectral slope of radiation of the layer in a visible range will be very ''blue'' because the source spectrum of heated air has higher emission intensity at shorter wavelengths [e.g., Martin, 1966] . Consequently, temperature obtained by fitting a Planck function to the observed background continuum would be significantly higher than that of molecular radiation from ablation vapor. This is again inconsistent with observation. Thus radiation from the shock heated air layer inside a bow shock does not significantly contribute to the observed background radiation in our experiments.
Thermal Conduction
[37] Another heat-transfer process is thermal conduction. Since the size of fragments is very small, the flow around them is laminar despite their high ballistic velocity. The Reynolds number R e of the flow around high-speed impact fragments is from 100 to 10,000 for sizes from 1 mm to 100 mm. These values are well within the laminar region (R e 8 Â 10 5 ) [e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1987] . Here, 0.8 kg/m 3 of argon atmosphere, 2 Â 10 À5 PaÁs of viscosity, and 5 km/s of velocity are assumed. Thermal conduction around a highspeed fragment surrounded by a laminar flow is assessed with a simple analytical calculation. The detail of the calculation is given in Appendix C. The calculation result indicates that thermal conduction is more efficient around a smaller fragment but that it reaches a maximum rate (equation (C9)) when fragment size is equal to the conduction-limit size (equation (C8)) or smaller. It is noted that the thermal conduction efficiency given by equation (9) depends rather strongly on g o . This has an important implication as shown below in section 3.6.
[38] Since the size of fragments at the limit for the conduction given by equation (C8) is very small, it is important to assess whether the continuity assumption applies to the flow field around such small bodies. Generally speaking, the continuity assumption holds when Knudsen number is less than about 0.2 [e.g., Bird, 1986] . The Knudsen number K n for the flow field around a sphere with radius r is usually given by
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where l is the mean free path of gas particles. The mean free path l is given by
where n and s are the number density of gas particles and the radius of gas particles, respectively [e.g., Kubo, 1967] . Note that the Knudsen number for conduction-limit-size fragments does not depend on the density of an ambient atmosphere in the flow around a high-speed fragment because both the conduction-limit size (equation (C8)) and mean free path (equation (6) 
Free-Molecular Collision
[39] When the size of a fragment is much smaller than the mean free path of gas particles, individual gas particles collide directly with a fragment at flight velocity v; freemolecular collision, which has been extensively studied for meteoric phenomena in the upper atmosphere [e.g., Bronshten, 1983 ]. This energy transfer mechanism from incoming gas particles to the surface of a high-speed fragment does not involve a bow shock and is very different from the mechanism discussed above. The energy transfer rate in the free-molecular collision regime on the surface of a fragment is given by
where z is heat-transfer coefficient, which is always less than or equal to unity [Bronshten, 1983] . Although the heattransfer coefficient z is generally a function of both colliding gas molecules and fragment material, it is approximately unity when the surface of a fragment is rough [Bronshten, 1983] . Because the surface of an impact fragment should be very rough owing to comminution processes, the heat-transfer coefficient z has little dependence on gas species and is close to unity here. It is noteworthy that heat-transfer rates in the continuum-flow regime (equation (C9)) and the free-molecular flow regimes (equation (7)) have very similar forms. When T so is much larger than T w , the conductive heat-transferring rate Q c is also proportional to both ambient density and the cube of fragmental velocity as Q m (equations (7) and (C10)).
[40] Although the transition from the continuum-flow regime to the free-molecular flow regime is rather gradual, a Knudsen number of 10 or larger can be used as a condition for the free-molecular-flow approximation [Bronshten, 1983] . The radius of a fragment to give such a large Knudsen number is 0.04 mm for 0.13 bar of argon atmosphere at room temperature and 5 km/s of fragment velocity. The counterpart for an air atmosphere at 0.013 bar of pressure and room temperature is 0.2 mm. Heattransfer around fragments smaller than these sizes is dominated by the free-molecular collision process. The heat-supply rate to the surface of fragments whose Knudsen number is between about 0.2 and 10 is expected to be between that predicted by equation (C9) (continuum-flow model) and that by equation (7) (free-molecular collisions).
Heat Loss Mechanism
[41] Thermal energy supplied to the surface of a highspeed fragment either by thermal conduction in a shockheated atmospheric gas or by free-molecular collision may be lost by several different processes: surface vaporization, radiation, and thermal conduction into the interior of a fragment. The energy balance between supply and losses determines the temperature of the surface of a fragment. Since energy loss due to both radiation and thermal conduction within a fragment is relatively small, the effect of vaporization is considered first.
Vaporization
[42] Maximum mass flux _ m of vapor from unit surface area of condensed phase into vacuum is given by
where a and p vap are rate coefficient and vapor pressure, respectively [e.g., Langmuir, 1913; Hashimoto, 1990] . Since the ambient atmosphere does not contain decomposition products of polycarbonate (e.g., carbon monoxide, carbon monoxide, and methane), the vaporization rate under a vacuum condition given by equation (8) is applicable to the vaporization of a high-speed impact fragment interacting with an atmosphere. The rate coefficient a measures the degree of departure from equilibrium vaporization. When equilibrium vaporization occurs, a is unity. Otherwise a is less than unity. From Calusius-Clapeyron equation, the vapor pressure is given by
where p o , ÁH, and ÁS are reference pressure and changes in enthalpy and entropy on vaporization [e.g., Prigogine and Defay, 1965] .
[43] The amount of heat q vap which a unit mass of vapor removes from the surface of a fragment is
where C pL , T w , and T wo are the heat capacity of fragment material and the temperature of vaporizing surface of a fragment, and the initial temperature of a fragment, respectively. Here the temperature of ablation vapor is assumed to be the same as the surface temperature of a fragment. When vaporization consumes a dominant portion of the energy transferred by thermal conduction from the shock-heated air, the energy balance on the vaporizing surface of a fragment gives
where Q c conductive heat supply given by equation (C9), and _ m is mass loss rate. If the energy supply is dominated by free-molecular collision, then the left-hand side of equation (11) is replaced with Q m in equation (7). Energy balance equations similar to equation (11) have successfully predicted the ablation processes on the surface of space vehicles during atmospheric reentry [e.g., Penner and Olfe, 1968] . The surface temperature T w of a fragment of the conduction-limit size is calculated by substituting equations (C9), (8), (9), and (10) into equation (11).
Radiation and Thermal Conduction
[44] The upper limit of energy loss q r from a unit surface area of a fragment is given by
where s B is Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For the observed blackbody temperatures around 5000 K, the radiative energy loss q r is about 3.5 Â 10 7 W/m 2 . This is much smaller than the energy supply rate to a high-speed fragment. When equation (C9) for a free-molecular-flow case is used (for simplicity of argument), the energy supply rate for the surface of a fragment traveling at 5 km/s within an argon atmosphere at pressure of 0.13 bar is 1.3 Â 10 10 W/m 2 . The radiative energy loss takes place over the entire surface area of a fragment, whereas the energy supply rate given by equation (C9) is only for the projectional surface area of a fragment. Nevertheless, the radiative heat loss rate is smaller by more than two orders of magnitude than the heat supply rate by free-molecular collision.
[45] The effect of thermal conduction within a fragment can be assessed by the thermal penetration depth l given by equation (1). Typical values of thermal conductivity k, density r, and constant-pressure specific heat C p of Lexan are 0.2 W/m/K, 1.2 Â 10 3 kg/m 3 , and 1.2 kJ/kg/K, respectively [Schnell, 1964] . Equation (1) indicates that thermal penetration toward the center of a fragment with a conduction-limit size (40 mm) in an argon atmosphere requires about 13 ms of time. This is much longer than the lifetime of this size of fragment controlled by mass loss due to vaporizational ablation, which can be estimated with equation (11). For example, the ablation (sublimation) rate of a fragment of this size traveling at 5 km/s in a 0.13 bar of argon atmosphere is about 0.1 mm/ms. Thus the lifetime of a conduction-limit-size fragment is therefore about 0.4 ms. The thickness of the conductively heated layer within a conduction-limit-size fragment is very small. For a smaller fragment near the limit of the continuity approximation (r $ 2 mm), the conduction timescale is about 30 ms. This is comparable to the ablation lifetime of the fragment (20 ms). For a much smaller fragment, which is subject to freemolecular collisions (r $ 0.2 mm), the conduction timescale is about 0.3 ms. This is significantly shorter than the ablation lifetime of this size (2 ms) predicted from equation (11). Thus an entire fragment is conductively heated to a nearly isothermal state well before the fragment is consumed by sublimation. In this case, the contribution of sensible heat in the heat balance on the surface of a vaporizing fragment is negligible, and the second term on the right-hand side of equation (1) can be omitted.
Calculation Results
[46] Numerical calculations were carried out with both the thermal conduction model (i.e., continuum-flow model) and the free-molecular-collision model. Results of both models are qualitatively consistent with the observational constraints on both temperature and radiation intensity. Figures 8 and 9 show predicted radiation temperature for the thermal conduction model and the free-molecular-collision model, respectively. Although precise values of temperature depend on model parameters, general characteristics of the results are very robust and consistent with observations.
[47] First, the ablation vapor reaches the observed high temperatures (4500 -5500 K) for fragment velocities achieved in the experiments. Second, the temperature of ablation vapor is higher at higher ambient pressures for a given fragment velocity. This is consistent with the observation that the initial radiation temperature is higher at higher fragment velocity. Third, the temperature of ablation vapor is higher at higher ambient pressures. This accounts for the observation that temperature decreases more rapidly at higher ambient pressures. When ambient pressure is higher, air drag force decelerates high-speed fragments more rapidly, resulting in a more rapid temperature drop.
[48] The mass flux of ablation vapor is shown in Figure 10 as a function of both fragment velocity and ambient pressure. The maximum flux of ablation vapor increases monotonically with ambient pressure. This readily accounts for the observed higher radiation intensity at higher ambient pressure. Although Figure 10 shows results for the free-molecular-collision model only, the thermal conduction model for a continuum flow gives similar results.
[49] More precise comparisons, however, reveal significant differences between the two models. In the continuumflow model, the surface temperature of high-speed fragments is strongly controlled by the ratio g o of specific heats of atmospheric gas (see equations (4) and (C9)). When the bow-shock temperature T so is much higher than the surface temperature T w of a fragment, the energy-transfer rate Q c by conduction is proportional to (g o À1)
2 . At high temperatures ($5000 K), the ratio of specific heats of air and water vapor are as small as 1.27 and 1.16, respectively whereas that of argon is 1.67 [e.g., Chase et al., 1985] . This difference in g o results in roughly a factor of ten of difference in the energy transfer rate Q c . The difference in molecular weight between argon and the air-H 2 O mixture also widens this difference in Q c . Consequently, the radiation temperature for argon and air-H 2 O mixture atmospheres predicted from the continuum-flow model for the same values of vaporization parameters (i.e., ÁH and ÁS) differs by 1000 to 2000 K (Figure 8 ). It is also noteworthy that the radiation temperature for air-H 2 O mixture cannot exceed 2600 K for a 3 km/s of fragment velocity for any values of the vaporization parameters, because the bowshock temperature is as low as 2600 K under this condition. When this difference due to atmospheric gas species is added to the pressure effect, the difference in initial temperature between 0.13 bar of argon and 0.013 bar of air-H 2 O mixture is about 2500 K. This is much greater than that observed in the experiments (Figure 6 ). Thus the continuum-flow model fails to account for the observation.
[50] In the free molecular collision model, however, the effect of an atomic gas is much smaller. The only effect of different atmospheric gas species is the molecular weight m o , which results in a larger ambient density r o for a given ambient pressure and a larger energy transfer rate Q m (see equation (7)). The difference in energy transfer rate between argon and air is about a factor of 1.4, and that between argon and water vapor is about 2.2. Such differences result in only 300 -400 K of difference. When this is combined with the pressure effect, the difference in initial radiation temperature between 0.13 bar of argon and 0.013 bar of air-H 2 O mixture is about 1500 K, which is much closer to the observations.
[51] It is noted that both the continuum-flow model and the free-molecular-flow model predict similar values of radiation temperature for an argon atmosphere (Figures  8 and 9 ). This indicates that the high-temperature molecular radiation in an argon atmosphere may come from both the continuum-flow process and the free-molecular flow process. The combined energy transfer process may account only in part for the enhanced radiation intensity observed in the experiments with an argon atmosphere.
Microscopic Vaporization Process
[52] More quantitative and detailed comparisons between model calculation and observed radiation temperature yield information on microscopic vaporization process on the surface of fragments. The vaporization model (i.e., equations (8), (9), (10), and (11)) contains three free parameters to characterize the vaporization process on the surface of a high-speed fragment: ÁH, ÁS, and a. Although each variable has its own physical significance, ÁS and a have mathematically the same effect in the model (see equations (8) and (9)). An effective entropy change ÁS eff for vaporization is introduced in order to reduce the number of free parameters,:
Using our observational results, we attempt to estimate both ÁH and ÁS eff here. Model calculations also need fragment velocity. Although the initial fragment velocity is estimated to be about 5 km/s, velocities at later times are difficult to estimate. Accordingly, a quantitative comparison between model calculations and observation is limited to the early stage of interaction between high-speed fragments and the ambient atmosphere. Spectroscopic observation indicates that the initial temperature of ablation vapor is about 4500 K at 0.013 bar of pressure and 5500 K at 0.13 bar of pressure ( Figure 6 in Paper 1).
[53] For a relatively small enthalpy change such as 100 kJ/mol, temperature depends strongly on ambient pressure (Figure 9c) . A pressure dependence on temperature consis- tent with observations, however, is found for about 400 kJ/ mol of enthalpy change (Figure 9a ). When the effects of different gas species (atmosphere) across the range of pressure in the experiments are taken into account, an enthalpy change slightly larger than 400 kJ/mol is required. Entropy change does not alter the trend but offsets temperature over the entire range of ambient pressure. When the enthalpy change is 400 kJ/mol, an entropy change of about 100 J/K/mol is required for 4000 -6000 K of temperature.
[54] The estimated value of enthalpy change for vaporization is very large, much larger than that expected for thermal decomposition of Lexan polycarbonate. Although a direct measurement the of the enthalpy change due to thermal decomposition for the polycarbonate is not available, the activation energy for thermal decomposition has been reported. Pyrolysis experiments indicate an activation energy for thermal decomposition of polycarbonate is 165 kJ/mol in a closed system and 120 kJ/mol in a continuously evacuated system [Davis and Golden, 1970] . Since the activation energy is the difference in energy between the original state and the highest energy state within a chemical reaction [e.g., Morrison and Boyd, 1973] , activation energy provides an upper limit for the enthalpy change due to thermal decomposition. Thus the enthalpy difference for thermal decomposition of the polycarbonate is estimated to be about 100 -150 kJ/mol. These values are, however, much smaller than that estimated from the observation.
[55] The value of enthalpy for vaporization estimated from our spectroscopic observations is more similar to the dissociation energy for radical formation due to breakdown of interatomic bonds in hydrocarbons. For example, the dissociation energy of carbon-carbon bonds of alkane and alkene is 290-370 kJ/mol and that of hydrogen-carbon bonds in benzene is 460 kJ/mol [e.g., Morrison and Boyd, 1973] . Vaporization energy obtained from our analysis may be slightly higher than interatomic bonding energy. But this result may be reasonable since the total vaporization energy estimated from the impact experiments includes latent heat due to phase change as well.
[56] The large vaporization energy derived from observations suggests that ablation vapor from the surface of highspeed fragments may contain significant amount of carbon radicals (i.e., direct products of dissociation). Carbon radicals produced by dissociation of polycarbonate material may recombine and become stable molecules before they escape from the fragment proximity where ablation vapor is in effective thermal equilibrium with the fragment surface. If this is the case, the observed vaporization energy would be much smaller than the dissociation energy of carbon bonds. However, the observed vaporization energy would be the enthalpy difference between the stable molecules and the solid fragment material.
[57] Because data on entropy change due to relevant dissociation are not available, it is difficult to judge if the estimated value of entropy change is reasonable. Since the estimated value (ÁS eff $ 80 J/K/mol) of effective entropy change is a typical value for entropy change during vaporization of most chemical substance [e.g., Prigogine and Defay, 1965] , it may be too small to account for entropy change due to both vaporization and polymer decomposition. Nevertheless, if a is very small, the entropy change ÁS may be much larger than 80 J/K/mol.
Summary of Model Comparison
[58] Table 2 provides comparison between observational constraints and alternative models. The results of such a comparison strongly suggest that the observed intense molecular emission from the downrange-moving plume is due to ablation vapor from high-speed submicron fragments (debris and melt) derived from the impactor. This radiationsource model is the only alternative that can account for all the observational constraints. Each alternative model has at least one fatal inconsistency with the observation. This is rather surprising since both projectiles and targets in the experiments by Paper 1 were chosen to achieve high degrees of vaporization upon impact even at laboratory velocities (<7 km/s).
[59] Analysis of the ablation model indicates that the energy-supply mechanism to the surface of radiation-source fragments is largely the direct collision of free-molecular atmospheric gas particles. Thermal conduction of shockheated atmospheric gas inside bow shocks, however, also may be important in an argon atmosphere. Enthalpy change for vaporization on the surface of high-speed fragments required to account for pressure dependence of observed initial radiation temperature is about 400 kJ/mol or greater. Such a large heat of vaporization is consistent with dissociation energy of carbon bonding, thereby suggesting that carbon radicals may be formed on the vaporizing surface of high-speed impact fragments.
Geologic Implications
[60] Ablation of high-speed ejecta plays an important role in both the radiation and production of high-temperature vapor during impact event within an atmosphere. This conclusion has a wide range of implications for planetary science. 
The symbols ''Y,'' ''N,'' ''Y/N,'' and ''-'' indicate ''consistent,'' ''inconsistent,'' ''consistent under limited condition(s) ,'' and ''not applicable,'' respectively. Since the consistency assessment here is qualitative, an evaluation of ''inconsistent'' (i.e., ''N'') serves as a very strong disproof against a model. Quantitative evaluation was done only for the ablation vapor model. It provides much more precise information on the nature of the ablation process on the surfaces of impact fragments than shown in this table. For specific discussions of the evaluation of the models, see text. The temperature of molecular radiation is extremely high, ranging from 4500 K to 5500 K. [61] First, ablation of high-speed ejecta contributes to ''secondary'' impact vapor and melt for impacts into the thick atmosphere of Venus. Enhanced energy partitioned into downrange vapor clouds from oblique impacts on Venus [Sugita and Schultz, 2002] may result from this ''secondary'' vapor production. Laboratory experiments indicate that significant fraction of the impactor kinetic energy is retained by downrange ricochet [e.g., Schultz and Gault, 1990] . Ablation processes will convert this kinetic energy into thermal energy. If energy conversion occurs very rapidly, the effective initial internal energy of an impact vapor cloud increases.
[62] The ''secondary'' impact vapor production may also be important for the origin and evolution of the Martian atmosphere. Its smaller gravity and greater distance from the Sun result in much smaller average impact velocity than that of Earth and Venus. Thus impact degassing on accreting Mars has been considered to be rather inefficient [e.g., Ahrens et al., 1989; Kuramoto, 1997] . ''Secondary'' vapor production, however, may drastically increase the efficiency of impact degassing on Mars.
[63] Second, this study has shown that the highest temperature within an impact vapor cloud may occur around high-speed fine-grained ejecta, which themselves are relatively cold. Experimental data also suggest that carbon radicals may be produced in the high-temperature zone around carbon-rich fragments. In such a hightemperature zone around small fragments with abundant carbon radicals, vigorous chemical synthesis of carbon compounds may take place. The small size may reduce the residence time of gas within the chemically active zone, thereby promoting disequilibrium chemical reactions and quenching of chemical reactions. Thus thermodynamically metastable chemical compounds may be produced. It is noteworthy that the importance of such small fragments is not restricted to laboratory experiments because the minimum ejecta size is not controlled by the size of an impact event but by microscopic processes such as shock comminution, initial flaw size, and surface tension.
[64] Third, the results of the impact experiments reveal the importance of radiation from small impact fragments. Because the downrange-moving vapor cloud due to oblique impacts travels close to the target surface [Schultz, 1996; Schultz and D'Hondt, 1996] , intense ablation of projectile-derived high-speed fragments takes place at relatively low altitudes. The experimental results indicate that even impacts at relatively low velocities (<10 km/s) can produce very high-temperature radiation. In a large-scale impact, the optical thickness of the downrange-moving vapor/debris cloud derived from the impactor is expected to be much greater than unity. As the radiation spectrum reaches a blackbody curve, the radiative heat flux becomes controlled solely by temperature. Since the temperature of blackbody radiation reaches 6000 K or more, it will give roughly two orders of magnitude higher heat flux than that calculated for atmospheric reentry of ejecta and impact-vapor condensate around the globe, whose temperature is 1000 -1500 K [Schultz and Gault, 1982; Melosh et al., 1990] . Here, it is emphasized that the large difference in predicted temperatures results from the difference in the altitude where the initial interaction between ejecta and the atmosphere occurs. Both ejecta and vapor condensates reentering the atmosphere interact most effectively with low-density air in the upper atmosphere [Schultz and Gault, 1982; Melosh et al., 1990] , whereas the projectile-derived highspeed fragments can interact with high-density air in the lower atmosphere. Consequently, low-velocity and relatively small size impacts, whose total impact energy may not be sufficient to trigger global wildfires simply by ejecta reentry, may be able to cause significant regional wildfire through the intense radiation from ablation of projectilederived fragments.
Conclusions
[65] In order to understand the nature of the radiation source observed by Paper 1, we considered five alternative models for the interaction between an early time downrange-moving vapor cloud and the ambient atmosphere and tested them against the observational constraints. Among the following alternative models, only the ablation model fulfills all the observational constraints, and the first four models are rejected.
[66] 1. An expanding impact vapor cloud produced directly from the initial shock heating during the compression stage of an impact.
[67] 2. An expanding impact vapor cloud whose internal energy is enhanced by either jetting process or shear heating process.
[68] 3. Impact vapor reheated by collision with the ambient atmosphere.
[69] 4. Impact vapor reheated by thermal conduction from shock-heated ambient atmosphere.
[70] 5. Carbon-rich vapor sublimated from the surface of high-speed impact fragments by ablation processes.
[71] Further quantitative comparisons between the successful ablation model and observations revealed the nature of the ablation processes:
[72] 1. Very large heat of vaporization ($400 kJ/mol) is involved in the ablation processes around impact fragments. Such large heat of vaporization is consistent with formation of carbon radicals by direct dissociation of polycarbonate contained in impact fragments.
[73] 2. Extremely small fragments represent the source of the observed high-temperature radiation. Free-molecular collision of atmospheric gas particles controls fragment heating in air. Bow-shock formation and thermal conduction, however, may also contribute to heating in an argon atmosphere.
[74] The results of the experiments and analysis have several possible implications.
[75] 1. Ablation of high-speed impact fragments may greatly augment production of impact vapor and melt during impacts in a thick atmosphere.
[76] 2. The high-temperature ablation layer around highspeed impact fragments interacting with an ambient atmosphere may provide a chemically active environment.
[77] 3. High-temperature ablation may generate extremely intense radiation downrange of an oblique impact. The radiation heat flux may be as much as two orders of magnitude larger than previous estimates based on reentry models. depth of thermal conduction around the material boundary between atmospheric gas and impact vapor is much smaller than the thickness of the layer of shock-compressed atmospheric gas and the characteristic length of the temperature profile of an expanding impact vapor cloud. The thermal profile at the material boundary under such a condition can be given by the solution of one-dimensional half-space problem of heat conduction [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982] . The temperature T m at the boundary, which gives the maximum temperature of impact vapor, is given by
where b so and b d1 are the thermal inertia of shock atmospheric gas and decompressed impact vapor at the material boundary, respectively:
where p and C p are the shock pressure determined by equation (B4) and constant-pressure heat capacity, and the subscripts so and d1 indicate shock heated atmospheric gas and decompressed impact vapor at the material boundary, respectively. The ratios of specific heats of air g o and impact vapor g 1 are assumed to be the values for neutral argon gas (1.67) and for mixture of typical diatomic and polyatomic molecular gases at high temperature (1.15), respectively. Thermal conductivities of argon [Kestin et al., 1984] and carbon dioxide [Vesovic et al., 1990] 
Appendix C: Thermal Conduction Around a High-Speed Impact Fragment
[80] When the flow around a high-speed fragment is laminar, conductive heat flux from high-temperature shock-heated atmospheric gas to the surface of the fragment is controlled by diffusion conductivity k and thermal gradient dT/dz within the thermal boundary layer along the surface of the fragments. Flow around a high-speed fragment is schematically illustrated in Figure C1 . The thermal gradient is given by
where T so , T w , d, and z are the temperatures of shock-heated atmospheric gas and the surface of a fragment, the thickness of the thermal boundary layer around a fragments, and the distance from the surface of a fragment, respectively. The temperature T so of shock-heated atmospheric gas is given by equation (4). The temperature T w of a fragment surface is determined by heat balance on the surface of a fragment as discussed below. The thickness d of the thermal boundary layer is determined by balance between heat supply by advection and heat sink due to thermal conduction to the surface of a fragment. The average heat supply by advection into a thermal boundary layer with thickness d is given by
where r, u, and r so are the radius of a fragment and flow velocity inside a bow shock, the density of shockcompressed atmospheric gas, respectively. Flow velocity u inside a bow shock is measured with respect to a fragment. Since flow velocity is approximately the particle velocity behind a bow shock on the symmetry axis, a convenient relation is obtained from mass conservation requirement on a shock front:
where r o and v are the density of an ambient atmosphere and fragment velocity, respectively. The heat transfer rate due to thermal conduction within the boundary layer is Figure C1 . Schematic diagram of the flow field around a high-speed impact fragment in the continuum-flow regime. Fragment velocity, fragment radius, the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, and the distance of the bow shock from the surface of a fragment are denoted by U, r, d, and d, respectively.
By equating expressions (C2) and (C4), d can be obtained:
Using this thickness d, the heat flux Q c through the thermal boundary layer can be calculated:
where equation (C3) was used to eliminate r so and u. Equation (C6) indicates that the heat flux per unit surface area of a fragment is higher for a smaller size. Because a higher energy flux creates a higher fragment surface temperature, smaller fragments will dominate both the blackbody radiation and ablation rate. However, there is a minimum size for this higher heat flux. The ratio of the thickness d of the thermal conduction layer to the thickness d of the layer of shock-heated atmospheric gas is larger for a small fragment. The thickness d of the shock-heated layer is approximated by the distance between a bow shock and the leading edge of a fragment given by Martin [1966] :
where g o is the ratio of specific heats of atmospheric gas. The ratio d/d cannot exceed unity. Otherwise, the thickness of thermal boundary layer would be larger than that of the layer of shock-heated atmospheric gas. The fragment size to give the ratio of unity is calculated from equations (C5) and (C7). The radius of such a fragment is given by
We term the radius given by equation (C8) as the ''conduction-limit'' size. When the fragment size is equal to the conduction-limit size (i.e., equation (C1)), the heat flux Q c takes its maximum value:
where equation (C3) was used to eliminate r so and u. Equation (C9) gives the maximum conductive heat flux per unit surface area through the thermal boundary layer around a fragment. When T so is much larger than T w , equation (C9) can be further rewritten using equation (4):
